
Self Contained Ice Makers

TYPES OF ICE

Brema offers:
• Cutting-edge Italian design and manufacturing
•  Outstanding reliability and quality with the testing of every  

machine in Brema’s factory
• Simple electromechanical operation – no PC boards
• 24 hours a day, 7 days a week service support hotline
• Ease of use, cleaning and maintenance
• Two years parts and labour warranty
• Tailored solutions for any volume and space specifications
• Factory-trained technical support

Brema’s flagship CB range offers self-contained ice machines 
for bench top, under bench or free-standing installation.  These 
machines produce attractive, crystalline cubes weighing 13g 
which rapidly chill and enhance the appearance of any beverage.  
Ice production options range between 21kg to 155kg per 24 
hours with storage capacity between 4kg and 65kg.

Brema’s GB range of self-contained ice flakers produces granular 
ice flakes and stores them in an internal storage bin.  Granular ice 
is ideal for exhibiting and presenting foods as well as for use in 
medical industries.  Ice production options range between 90kg to 
150kg per 24 hours with storage capacity between 20kg and 55kg.

Brema’s TB range of self-contained ice makers produces pebble-
shaped ice particles and stores them in an internal storage 
bin.  Pebbles ice is ideal for crushing, blending and mixing into 
cocktails, fruit juices, smoothies and frappés.  Ice production 
options range between 85kg and 140kg per 24 hours with storage 
capacity between 20kg and 50kg.
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Brema’s C range of modular ice cube heads produces 
attractive, crystalline ice cubes weighing 13g which 
rapidly chill and enhance the appearance of any 
beverage.  The Brema C series modular ice cube 
machines produce between 150kg and 300kg of ice 
per 24 hours and are designed to fit on top of a range 
of Brema storage bins with differing capacities from 
200kg to 350kg.

Brema’s VM range of modular ice cube heads produces 
pyramid-trunk shaped ice cubes weighing 7g which 
automatically drop into a separate Brema storage 
bin.  This particular model of ice machine ranges 
from 140kg production to 770kg per 24 hours and are 
designed to fit on top of a range of Brema storage bins 
with differing capacities from 100kg to 350kg.

Brema’s G range of modular ice flaker heads produces 
granular ice flakes which automatically drop into a 
separate Brema storage bin.  Granular ice is ideal for 
exhibiting and presenting foods as well as for  use 
in medical industries.  Ice production options range 
between 150kg to 1000kg per 24 hours and the machines 
can be fit on top of storage bins with capacities between 
100kg and 550kg, as well as on top of cool rooms.

Brema’s MUSTER range of modular ice flaker heads 
produces sub-zero flat ice flakes which automatically drop 
into a separate Brema storage bin.  At between  
–5°C and –10°C, MUSTER flaked ice is ideal for processing, 
transporting and preserving foods.  These machines 
produce between 400kg and 2200kg per 24 hours and 
can be installed on bins with capacities between 200kg 
and 550kg, as well as on top of cool rooms.
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